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The fall 
�  The fall of  Lehman brothers marked the failure of  

the fourth largest investment bank in 2008.  

�  Lehman Brothers, Fannie May, Freddie Mac and AIG 
comprised the list of  colossal bank failures that 
perpetuated the current and upcoming American 
economic crisis. 



The Paper impact 
�  LEH’s bankruptcy marked a panic amongst 

companies with stake in commercial paper, with 
this downfall brought companies to the dredges of  
fiscal calamity. 

�  With the commercial paper market stunted, this 
brought an immediate and colossal impact upon 
massive amounts of  businesses and individual 
economies.  



World trade plummet 

�  The World Trade Organization experienced drastic 
changes in volume, and thus shrunk at an alarming 
rate. 

�  Tremors now had reached a global scale with the 
slow downturn of  global trade. 





My Opinion 

�  The downturn and failure of  Lehman brothers was inevitable. Due to the 
drastically sinking mortgage crisis, investment banks, were the first to be hit and 
the hardest to be hit. The failure of  Lehman Brothers marks the perpetuation of  
a global wide stagger, an uneasiness in which changed various economies. 
Although, our economy, any economy in fact is not foreign to downturns, that’s 
the essence of  an economy. We try to control, to obfuscate, to deal, persuade, 
and hope for fortunes in our favor, but various times throughout American 
business history we are proved that the economy does not live in a vacuum, and 
we are not the all powerful beings we wish to be. Lehman Brothers will 
forevermore be a business with humble family roots in Alabama, reaching to the 
promise and risk of  New York City; a once independently owned dry goods shop 
turned into one of  the 21st centuries largest investment banking firms. It’s our 
history, perhaps an unfortunate reality, and a legacy of  a brotherhood of  
Bavarian entrepreneurs. We move forward from this aftermath and engage, learn, 
and examine the mistakes of  the past, and look towards our future.    
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